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ABSTRACT
Spatial Categorical Outlier Detection (SCOD) has attracted
considerable attentions from the areas of spatial data mining and geological analysis. When encountering an SCOD
problem, some researchers introduce to utilize Spatial Numerical Outlier Detection measures by mapping categorical
attributes to continuous ones. However, such approaches
fail to capture the special properties of spatial categorical
data, which is prone to incur the masking and swamping issues. In this paper, we model spatial dependencies between
spatial categorical observations and propose a Pair Correlation Function(PCF) based method to detect SCOs. First,
a new metric, named Pair Correlation Ratio(PCR), is estimated for each pair of categorical combinations based on
their co-occurrence frequency at diﬀerent spatial distances.
Then discrete PCRs are ﬁtted in a continuous function of
distances. The outlier score is computed using the average
PCRs between referenced object and its spatial neighbors.
Observations with the lowest PCRs are labeled as potential SCOs. Extensive experiments demonstrated that PCF
based method outperformed existing approaches.
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Algorithms, Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the ever-increasing volume of spatial categorical data,
identifying hidden but potentially interesting patterns of
anomalies has attracted considerable attentions.Spatial Categorical Outlier(SCO) analysis, which aims at detecting abnormal objects in spatial context, becomes one of the important data mining branches. The identiﬁcation of SCOs
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can help extract important knowledge in many applications,
including geological data analysis, meteorological knowledge
mining, satellite image analysis, and hotspot identiﬁcation.
During past decades, numerous Traditional Categorical
Outlier Detection (TCOD) algorithms (e.g., [5, 6, 10])have
been proposed, which may not be appropriate in spatial
context.TCOD is determined by global diﬀerences and does
not consider spatial relationship when identifying anomaly
patterns. As indicated by the geographic rule of thumb,
“Nearby things are more related than distant things [14],” requires more consideration on spatial autocorrelation in spatial analysis. In this sense, spatial outliers can be recognized
as local outliers since they are determined by local “abnormal behavior.” Most existing spatial outlier detection approaches(e.g., [1, 2, 13]) concentrate on numerical data. Actually, the non-spatial attributes of spatial data are usually
category-typed, where sometimes attributes have no intrinsic order information. A typical example is Rock type whose
values may include Igneous, Sedimentary, and Metamorphic.
Such special property makes anomaly detection in categorical domain more complicated than that in numerical one.
When encountering categorical data, some introduce Spatial Numerical Outlier Detection(SNOD) methods by directly mapping categorical attributes to continuous ones.
There exist several critical issues: 1)Mis-utilization: statistically, the concept of SCO is diﬀerent with that of Spatial
Numerical Outlier(SNO). Although both of them focus on
the identiﬁcation of abnormal behaviors, SCO is determined
by co-occurrence infrequencies, while SNO is determined by
numerical distances; 2)Complicated function: the mapping process is absolutely not straightforward, especially for
nominal attributes; 3)Swamping and masking issues:
without estimating relevance correctly, some true outliers
may be missed and normal ones misclassiﬁed as outliers.
To capture the co-occurrence frequency, Pair Correlation
Function(PCF) has been proven to be very eﬀective [9]. In
this paper, we investigate its beneﬁts on SCOD and design
corresponding algorithm. As the ﬁrst paper that focuses on
SCOD, the key contributions include:
Deﬁnition of SCO: A SCO is deﬁned as a spatial observation which occurs infrequently with regard to its spatial
neighbors.
Design of PCF-SCOD algorithm: Using the concepts
of PCF, relevance values are computed for each pair of categories at diﬀerent speciﬁed distances, which help estimate
the outlying values for spatial objects.
Extensive experiments: The experiments on 3 real
datasets demonstrated proposed method outperformed ex-

isting competing algorithms on accuracy.

2.

PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

This section ﬁrst introduces PCF techniques, and then
summarizes some key notations used in this paper.

2.1

Pair Correlation Function
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Where N and V denote the number of units and volume
of the entire system, respectively; dn(r) and dv represent
those of the shell region; r is the distance from reference
unit to the shell of interest. The relevances among spatial
objects are determined by the frequency of co-occurrence of
a pair of categories at speciﬁc distances. PCF is capable
of estimating how observations are packed together, which
could be utilized to capture the relationship among objects.

2.2

OutScore(ri ) = −

k


P CR(ri , ri−j )/k

(2)

j=1

In mathematical mechanics, PCF g(r) is deﬁned as the
observed probability of ﬁnding an object at a given distance,
r, from a ﬁxed reference particle [12]. The mathematical
deﬁnition of g(r) is
g(r) =

Deﬁnition 2.3 (SCO) Let ri be an observation in D
and ri−1 ,...,ri−k be its spatial neighbors. Its outlierness, for
k ≥ 1 ,is deﬁned as

Preliminary Deﬁnition

To formalize the task of SCOD, we need to understand
some basic deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Spatial Categorical Dataset) Let X
denote a spatial location on a domain S of the d dimensional
Euclidean space Rd . Let A be the categorical attribute and D
non-empty set over this attribute.A set D ⊆ S × D is called
a spatial categorical dataset over S and D. Each record
ri ∈ D(i ∈ 1, ...n) can be denoted as a vector (r.X, r.A)-.
Categorical attributes can be classiﬁed into two types: ordinal and nominal. The key characteristic of nominal attributes is that diﬀerent values an object can take are absolutely not inherently ordered. This paper is focused on the
dataset that consists solely of nominal attributes.
The anomalous behavior in spatial domain can be truly
captured by the local diﬀerence, which is determined by the
relevances between a speciﬁc object and its spatial neighbors. In the paper, k -Nearest Neighbor (k NN) is utilized to
construct spatial neighborhood.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Spatial Neighborhood) Given a dataset

ri will be considered as an outlier if it belongs to the top l
objects which have the highest outliernesses. P CR(ri , ri−j )
denotes the frequency of each pair of category pair at a speciﬁed distance. In one word, an SCO is an observation which
has lower co-occurrence frequency compared with its spatial
neighbors.
Section 3 will discuss PCR function in detail.

3.

PCF-SCOD APPROACH

An SCO is deﬁned as an observation which rarely cooccurs with its neighbors. Here, PCF is utilized to extract
the local “abnormal behaviors.” The main components in
PCF-SCOD are described as follows.
PCR estimation: PCR is computed for each pair of categories at diﬀerent distances. With the set of discrete points
in a 2-D space, determined by distance against PCR, a continuous PCR function can be statistically learned, which
help estimate the PCRs among spatial objects.
Outlierness computation: The spatial neighbors of an
object can be formed using k NN. And the outlying degree
of each object is determined by the mean of PCRs between
itself and its spatial neighborhood.
Outlier identiﬁcation: Finally, the outlier scores are
ranked in an descending order and top l objects are identiﬁed as SCOs.
The ﬁrst component is crucial since it determines the estimation quality of the relevances among observations. Subsection 3.1 introduces PCR function particularly.

3.1

PCR Function

For each random variable r, r.A is a multilevel categorical variable taking values in L = A1 , ..., AL . We denote
Equation(3) as the frequency of observing category Al in
the dataset,
Al
l

l

F req(A ) = P [A(ri .A) = A ] =
l

A

Figure 1: An example for diﬀerentiating SNO and SCO
D with n points, parameter k and for ri ∈ D, its spatial
neighborhood is estimated by the top k points according to
its spatial Euclidean distance vector with the rest of observations in the dataset such that ∀j ∈ 1, ..., n, j = i, rj ∈
kN N (ri ) : dE (ri , rj ) ≤ dE
k (ri ).
In numerical domain, an outlier is deﬁned as the one whose
non-spatial attribute is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent with those of
its neighbors. Such deﬁnition is not applicable in categorical domain. As shown in Fig. 1, based on SNOD approach,
object A will be recognized as an outlier since it has the
attribute of T which is very diﬀerent with its neighbors’,
F. However, the contrary is the case in categorical domain.
This is because the pair of attributes, < T, F > or < F, T >
occurs frequently with the spatial distance of d. Object A
should be treated as a normal observation.
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n
n

(3)

where n ,n represent the numbers of objects whose nonspatial attribute is Al and the objects in the whole dataset,
respectively.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Pair Correlation Ratio-PCR) Considering a spatial pair correlation process in which there are
two observations, ri ,rj in D, each of them is tagged with

one category, Al and Al , respectively. The PCR of ri ,rj is
deﬁned as the normalized pair frequency of the pair of cate
gories, < Al , Al >, happen to occur at ri and rj .
The mathematical deﬁnition of P CR is


P CR(ri , rj ) =

P F (< Al , Al >, dE (ri .X, rj .X))
F req(Al ) · F req(Al )

(4)

As shown in Equation(4), P CR(ri , rj ) is only determined
by the co-occurrence frequency of categories objects takes
and their spatial Euclidean Distance, not their speciﬁc spatial locations.
We calculate the pair frequency by the following procedures:
• Distance bin formulation: Compute the spatial distances among objects, identify b small bins based on
the maximum and minimal distances, whose sizes are
computed as follows.


 E

E
d = d (M ax) − d (M in)/b

(5)

• Identiﬁcation of pair set Dc : Based on the spatial
distance, map each pair of objects into the corresponding bin.
c

E

D = {< ri , rj >, (c − 1) · d ≤ d (ri .X, rj .X) < c · d, c ∈ [1, b]}
(6)

• Identiﬁcation of pair set DAl Al : Map each pair of
objects into a subset in which each pair takes a speciﬁc
category pairs.
l

l

l

l

DAl Al = { ri , rj , [(ri .A = A (A )) & (rj .A = A (A ))]}
(7)
c
• Identiﬁcation of pair set DA
l Al : Store each pair

of objects in DAl Al into the corresponding distance
bins.

D

c

Al Al

c

= D ∩ DAl Al

(8)

• Pair frequency computation: Compute the pair
frequency of the pair of categories in the ct h bin as
follows

l

PF( A ,A

l

c

Al Al

, c · d) = |D

c

|/|D |

(9)

c
c
Here,|DA
l Al | and |D | represent the number of
c
objects in DAl Al and Dc , respectively.
Overall, for each pair of ri , rj , we can estimation d

pair

pair
frequency values corresponding with d bins. Based on the
d discrete points in a 2-D space, we can statistically learn

a pair frequency function P F (Al , Al , dE ) by polynomial
and curve ﬁtting, subjecting to the following constraints:




l

P F ( Al , Al , dE ) = P F ( Al ,A , dE )
⎧
⎨ F req(Al ) Al = Al

2. P F ( Al , Al , 0) =

⎩ 0
Al =
 Al

1.

3.

L

l =1



P F ( Al , Al , dE ) = F req(Al )

Algorithm 1 PCF-SCOD Approach
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

for i = 1 to n do {Identify neighborhood, distance matrix}
[N eighbor(i, :), DistM a(i, :) = kN N (X, ri .X, k)]
end for
dE
M ax = max(DistM at);{Identify the maximum spatial distance}
dE
M in = 0;{Set the minimum spatial distance}
the size of unit bin}
{Construct the category matrix}
for c = 1 to b do {Identify pair dataset, D c }
c
D c = P airSetIdentif y(DistM a, CondD )
end for
for l = 1 to nA do {Identify pair dataset, DAl Al }
for l = 1 to nA do
D

DAl Al = P airSetIdentif y(A, Cond Al Al )
end for
end for
for l = 1 to nA do
for l = 1 to nA do
for c = 1 to b do
D c l l = D c DAl Al ; {Identify pair dataset D c l l }
A A



|D c

l

l

|

A A

29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

P CRM at(i, j) =

P F (ri .A,rf .A,DisM at(i,f ))
;
|F reqr .A |·|F reqr .A |
i
f

end for
end for
RelevanceM at = mean(P CRM at); {Compute relevances}
RankList = Rank(RelevanceM at, ascend); {Rank objects}
Ol = Outlier(RankList, 1 : l) {Mark the outliers}
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Algorithm of PCF-SCOD

Algorithm 1 describes PCF-SCOD approach as the following 7 steps.
Neighborhood Construction: First, construct distance
matrix, Dismat, in which each entry records the spatial distance between each pair of objects, ri and rj . With it, the
spatial neighborhood matrix, N eighbor, can be identiﬁed for
each spatial object.
Bin Formulation: Then, with the stored values in Dismat,
identify its maximum and minimum values. And the size of
unit bin, d can be computed.
Frequency Computation: For each category,calculate
its corresponding occurrence frequency, F req(Al ), at which
the spatial objects take it in the dataset D.
Pair-Sets Identiﬁcation: Three critical pair-sets are
identiﬁed in which function P airSetIdentif y is used to ex- c
tract the pair objects which satisfy certain conditions, CondD
D
and Cond Al Al . After that, compute pair frequencies for
each pair categories with diﬀerent speciﬁed spatial distances.
Finally, a continuous PF function is learned statistically.
Outlierness Computation.With PF function, PCR can
be identiﬁed for any pair of spatial objects. Furthermore,
PCR matrix is computed based on the mean of PCR values
between the reference observation and its neighbors.
Outlier Detection: The top l objects with lower PCR
values are recognized as outliers.
Time Complexity. To form the distance and neighborhood matrices will take O(n2 ). It takes O(n) to construct
the category frequency matrix. Identifying Dc , DAl Al and
c
2
2
2
2
DA
l Al takes around O(b · n ), O(nA · n ) and O(b · nA ·
c
(|D | + |DAl Al |)). Finally, computing the PCR matrix costs
O(k · n). In summary, assuming n . k, n . b, n . nA and
n . (|Dc | + |DAl Al |). The total time complexity of PCFSCOD approach is O(n2 )=(O(n2 )+O(n)+O(b · n2 )+O(n2A ·
n2 )+O(b · n2A · (|Dc | + |DAl Al |))+O(k · n)).
Table 1: Experiment Datasets
Dataset

Size

Categories

Jura

359

1:Argovian 2:Kimmeridgian 3:Sequanian 4:Quaternary

Soil1

1000

1:Leptosol 2:alcisol 3: utcrops 4:Sand Dunes

Soil2

3000

1:Luvisol 2:Leptosol 3: Plinthosol 4:Vertisol,

|
−dE
|dE
d = M ax b M in ;{Calculate
[nA , F reqA ] = CateF req(A);

A A
20:
P F (Al , Al , c · d) =
{Calculate pair frequency.}
|D c |
21:
end for 

l
l
E
22:
P F (A , A , d ) = F itM odel(P F (Al , Al , [0 : dE
M ax ]);
23:
end for
24: end for
25: for i = 1 to n do {Calculate PCR matrix}
26:
for j = 1 to k do
27:
f = N eighbor(i, j);

28:

3.2

5:Nitisol 6:Lixisol 7:Fluvisol

4.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We conducted extensive experiments on 3 real datasets to
compare the performances among the proposed PCF-SCOD,
with other popular outlier detection approaches.
Experiment Settings
we chose Z-test [13], k NN [11] and LOF [4] methodologies. To compute the similarities among nominal categorical data, we used Lin and OF measurements [3]. Therefore,
there were overall 6 diﬀerent comparable approaches: Z-OF,
Z-Lin, LOF-Lin, LOF-OF, k NN-Lin and k NN-OF. Also, we
directly applied Z-test to categorical datasets by assuming
that the nominal categories can be ordered. We executed
all the approaches on 3 real datasets, including Jura [7],
Soil1 and Soil2 [8]. Table 1 describes the detailed information of them. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method, we generated some synthetic outliers on
the real datasets. We assumed the raw dataset as a ground
truth, and randomly selected 2%, 3% and 5% of the data
to be anomalies by modifying them from its original category to anyone of others. For each contamination rate, we

Figure 2: Comparison of algorithm performances on three spatial categorical datasets
generated the synthetic outliers 10 times, and then calculated the mean and standard deviation of accuracy for each
method. To compare the accuracies among all methods, we
used the common evaluation measures: the precision is plotted against recall. The parameter k was set as 8 and b(bin
number) value in PCF-SCOD was 10.
Experiments Results
Fig. 2 depicts the comparison our method against other
existing approaches on the single attribute datasets. Each
point in curves corresponds to the average performance over
10 randomly generated datasets. We observed that PCFSCOD achieved 20% − 40% improvement over Z-OF, Z-Lin
and Z-Gooall3, and 60% − 70% over LOF-Lin, LOF-OF,
k NN-Lin, k NN-OF and Z-test.
The results conﬁrmed two observations: ﬁrstly, the concept of SCOs is diﬀerent with that of SNOs. Two objects taking diﬀerent attributes is not necessarily irrelevant
with each other. The co-occurrence exactly illustrates their
higher relevance. This can be demonstrated by comparison results of Z series against PCF-SCOD; Secondly, when
identifying SCOs, the existing TCOD and SCOD approaches
can’t avoid the well-known swamping and masking problems
at all. TCOD approaches treat the spatial and non-spatial
attribute equally and don’t consider the spatial dependency
and spatial correlation which are the speciﬁc properties of
spatial data. And for the Z-OF and Z-Lin, they outperformed TCOD methods since they diﬀerentiate spatial and
non-spatial attributes. However, they performed worse than
PCF-SCOD. First, they treat SCO in an SNOD way. Second, the dissimilarity between objects is computed based on
the global frequencies, not local frequencies.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we utilize PCF concepts on SCOD and design an algorithm that can identify SCOs with single attribute. This is the ﬁrst spatial outlier detection approach
that processes spatial categorical data by capturing the special properties of nominal categorical attributes. The proposed approach can process not only nominal, but ordinal
categorical datasets. The experiments conducted on real
datasets demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of the PCF-SCOD
method.
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